Setting User Tracker id login and registration fields from Profile fails

See example in this profile:
https://profiles.tiki.org/User_Trackers#Group
permissions:
Members:
  description: members of the association
  include: [ Registered ]
  user_tracker: $user_tracker  # and once this work, we need to tell the system about
  which field ID to connect to
  user_tracker_field: $login # On a clean install, the following both should be at "1"
  registration_fields: $profileobject:user_name$

names as indicated in the documentation:

Solution
There were two issues in the profile:

1. the group to assign that UserTracker was set for Members and not for Registered (my mistake no
   noticing this confusion until today: better late than ever! ;-)  
2. field references needed to have no dashes in order to have the profile installer convert them into
   the field ids in the registration fields for Registered. Fixed in the profile definition in profiles.t.o

Therefore, it currently works after those 2 type of changes!

Thanks lph for feedback that the profile as defined was expected to work.
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